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1. Introductory provisions

- Setup of National CERT was ordered by law set by Croatian government
- Information security law says that National CERT has to be founded by CARNet (Croatian Academic and Research Network)
2. Organisation of the National CERT

Status today:
• independent organisational unit within CARNet
• cooperation with academic CARNet CERT
  exchange of knowledge and experience
  participation in joint projects
• managed by Assistant CEO for National CERT
3. Tasks of the National CERT

• Proactive measures:
  • announcements
  • technology watch
  • dissemination of information
  • awareness building
  • education and training on computer security
3. Tasks of the National CERT (2)

- Reactive measures
- Coordination of resolving significant incidents
  - At least one party from the Republic of Croatia involved and several CERT teams or other relevant bodies are involved
2. National CERT stuff

- National CERT is organized into teams:
  - IR and coordination of operations of other CERT teams
  - Computer network and system security
  - Promotion and public relations
  - Employment of CERT engineers is expected to start in the year 2009.
4. Cooperation with other bodies

• on IR with Information security bodies in the Republic of Croatia (currently 2 CERTs, about 10 ISP abuse teams, financial information security services...)

• with the Office of the National Security Council (NSA) on activities in the field of computer security legislation

• with the Information Systems Security Bureau (NCSA) on recommendations and other documents. Government CERT is a part of NCSA.
4. Cooperation with other bodies (2)

- Promotes and helps in the establishment of new CERTs
- Collect reports on activities from Information security bodies in Croatia
- Prepares annual and specific reports on the state of computer security in Croatia for Office of the National Security Council
Cooperation with other bodies (3)
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